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ABSTRACT
This paper highlights the status of women Journalists in Delhi- NCR. Status of women journalists in Delhi-NCR is much better in comparison to other places, whereas in many other places, the assessment of their status does not come out in effective way. Women have negligible presence in newspapers of Gurgaon, Rohtak which are adjoining to Delhi and due to which young women journalists do not show courage to work there, and patriarchal mindset dominate there over entire editorial set up. Unless and until the representation of women will not increase in editorial boards women will have to face such problems. The era of journalism is also changing now, Print media is coming on web and so women would have more opportunities because the field of information is not dependent on men now. Women are running their own websites in Delhi-NCR so that they are being able to work according to their own will. As the new media would start reaching out to people easily, harassment being done to women in journalism would keep on decreasing.
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